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Simba signs PSCs for three blocks in Chad
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Simba has signed a Production Sharing Contract (PSC) with the government of the Republic of Chad for 100%
interests in three prospective oil and gas blocks in Chad. Simba will now focus initially on the southern
concessions, Chari Sud Block I and Chari Sud Block, which are situated adjacent to producing oil fields and
areas of proven reserves in the advanced stages of development.
•

The PSC for all three blocks has two exploration phases. The first phase of five years requires geological and
geophysical studies to include processing and reinterpretation of existing 2D seismic, acquisition of at least 750
km of new 2D seismic and 400 km² of 3D seismic (or 2D equivalent) to determine the range of possible drilling
opportunities. The second phase of three years requires Simba to drill two exploration wells.

•

The first two concessions, Chari Sud Block I and Chari Sud Block II, are adjacent and treated as a single licence
2
comprising 10,111 km . These blocks are located due south of the Mangara and Badila oil fields. Assessment of
earlier gravity and magnetic surveys across both the Chari blocks, along with existing 2D seismic, has
confirmed that these licences comprise the same basin morphology as these producing fields.

•

The NE-SW trending Borogrop fault zone crosses both blocks and divides Chari Sud Block I into a north and a
south section. Chari Sud Block II is located predominantly south of this fault zone. This fault represents the
basin axis which is the deepest part and has lateral movement that can enhance the formation of traps while
also representing a conduit for migration of hydrocarbons.

•

Simba’s third concession is the Erdis Block III which covers 15,700km in the southern portion of the Erdis
Basin, also known as the Kufra Basin in Libya where there have been several discoveries. Seismic acquisition is
being conducted and two wells are planned on Sudan’s Block 14 to the east of Erdis. Recent gravity across
Erdis Block III indicates the presence of a major deposition centre and ties it to a sediment source to the west.

2

This news represents excellent progress for Simba as the company continues the expansion of its African
exploration portfolio. It remains only for the National Assembly (of the Republic of Chad) to ratify the PSC and
Simba will be able to initiate the first phase of exploration field work. The company has already begun a
thorough assessment of the data and intends to focus on the Chari Sud blocks during the early phase of its
work programme.
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DISCLOSURES AND RISK WARNING
The recommendation system used for this research is as follows. We expect the indicated target price relative to the FT
All Share Index to be achieved within 12 months on the date of this publication. A ‘Hold’ indicates expected performance
relative to this index of +/-10%, a ‘Buy’ indicates expected outperformance of >10% and a ‘Sell’ indicates
underperformance of >10%.
This Marketing Communication is provided for information purposes only. It does not constitute a personal
recommendation and should not be construed as an offer or solicitation for investment. This publication is not intended to
be an offer to buy or sell any securities of any of the companies referred to herein and any opinions expressed are subject
to change without notice. Recommendations may not be suitable for all recipients of this publication and if you have any
doubt you should seek advice from a financial adviser. Except for any liability owed under FSMA 2000 or the regulatory
system, Old Park Lane Capital plc (OPL) accepts no liability for any losses which may be incurred by the client acting on
such recommendation.
Companies mentioned in this research/document may be corporate finance clients of OPL. The analyst(s) responsible for
this document may receive compensation based either directly or indirectly on profits derived from fund management
activities. OPL, its directors and employees, may have a position or holding in any of the above investments or in a
related investment, therefore OPL is not holding out this research as being impartial or objective as set out in our conflicts
of interest policy and procedures. This document has not been produced in accordance with legal requirements designed
to promote the independence of investment research
This document has been prepared, approved and issued by OPL on the basis of publicly available information, internally
developed data and other sources believed to be reliable. All reasonable care has been taken to ensure the facts stated
and opinions given are fair and not knowingly misleading in whole or part. Prices and factual details are deemed to be
correct at the time of publication. However, OPL offers no guarantee as to the accuracy or completeness of any such
information or data. The views expressed are as at the date stated and are subject to change at any time
There is an extra risk of losing money when shares are bought in some smaller companies including aim, sometimes
alternatively known as “penny shares”. There can be a big difference between the buying price and the selling price of
these shares. If they have to be sold immediately, you may get back much less than you paid for them. The price may
change quickly and it may go down as well as up. Past performance of investments referred to above is not necessarily a
guide to future performance and the value of the investment may go down as well as up. Some investments are not
readily realisable and investors may have difficulty in selling or realising the investment or obtaining reliable information
on the value or risks associated with the investment. This publication may not be reproduced or copies circulated without
authority.
Old Park Lane Capital is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of this paper.
Old Park Lane Capital plc is a member of the London Stock Exchange and is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Services Authority. (FSA no. 477870). Registered address: 49 Berkeley Square, Mayfair, London, W1J 5AZ.
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